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School-wide PBIS

Save the Date
October 27-28, 2011

This two-day forum for state, district and regional
Leadership Teams has been designed to help increase
the effectiveness of School-wide PBIS Implementation.
Sessions have been developed for all levels of
implementation and have been organized into 8
specialized strands, including:










PBIS Foundations
Enhanced Implementation
Building Training & Coaching Capacity
Evaluation & Policy
High Schools
Tier 2/Tier 3 Supports
Integrated Systems
Disproportionality, Bully Prevention, and
other special topics

For more information, visit www.pbis.org.
Sponsored by the OSEP Center on Positive Behavioral Interventions &
Supports with support from the Illinois PBIS Network.

Implementing Innovation for a Lasting Effect
2011 National PBIS Leadership Forum | Hyatt Regency O’Hare | Rosemont, Illinois
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Problem Solving
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Goals for Today
• Review Coaching Basics
• Use Self Assessment to Guide Personal Action
Plan
• Identify 10 Best Practices to promote Evidence
Based Practices
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PBIS Defined
IS a decision making framework that guides
selection, integration, and implementation of
the best evidence-based academic and
behavioral practices for improving important
academic and behavior outcomes for all
students
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Start with the end in mind…
What will it take to have 100,000 replications
that produce increasingly effective outcomes
for 100 years?
– Fixsen
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Educational Initiatives
• Guiding Principles (Coyne, 2008)
– Promoting evidence based practices
– Supporting change at the systems level (feasible,
consistent and relevant to local needs)
– Developing local capacity to sustain effective
practices over time
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Overall Organizers
•
•
•
•

Stages of Implementation
Implementation Blueprint
DATA, SYSTEMS, PRACTICES= OUTCOMES
Tiered Logic
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Phases of Implementation
Exploration
 Installation
 Initial Implementation
 Full Implementation
 Innovation
 Sustainability


Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace (2005)

2 – 4 Years
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Exploration Stage
Need for change identified, possible solutions are explored, learning about
what it takes to implement the innovation effectively, stakeholders are
identified and developed, and decision is made to move forward
Installation
Resources needed to implement innovation with fidelity and desired outcomes
are in place
Initial Implementation
Innovation is in place in schools, implementation largely guided by external TA
providers
Full Implementation
Innovation is implemented and sustained by local stakeholders and is wellintegrated into policy/written documentation
Innovation and Sustainability
Innovation is adapted to fit local context, innovation becomes more efficient
and is integrated with other initiatives
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Stages of Implementation
Exploration/Ado
ption
Development
Commitment

Should
we do it?

Installation

Initial
Implementation
Establish
Leadership
Teams, Set Up
Data Systems

Provide
Significant
Support to
Implementers

Full
Implementation
Embedding
within
Standard
Practice

Innovation and
Sustainability
Improvements:
Increase
Efficiency and
Effectiveness

Doing it right
Doing it better
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Funding

Visibility

Political
Support

Policy

LEADERSHIP TEAM
(Coordination)

Training

Coaching

Evaluation

Behavioral
Expertise

Local School/District Implementation
Demonstrations
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PBIS
Creating the Conditions for Learning
Systems Supporting
Staff Behavior
• Team Approach
•Administrator
participation
•Community of
Practice (Skill
development and
performance
feedback)

OUTCOMES

PRACTICES

Social Competence &
Academic Achievement
Data Supporting
Decision Making
•office discipline
referrals
•academic progress
•Attendance, truancy
•direct observation
•school improvement
goal progress
•Process tools
(fidelity)

Practices Supporting Student Behavior
• Define behaviors, expectations, and rules
• Teach, model, and acknowledge behaviors, expectations, and rules
• Correct behaviors
• Consensus/collaboration
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Building Coaching Capacity
Occurs at
ALL
Levels

State
Regional
District
Building
Classroom
Staff
Student
Family

Systems
Conditions that support skill development
for staff
•Policy and Procedures alignment
•Budget Re-allocation
•Recruitment and Selection of Coaches
•Supervision of Coaching within Organization
•Training Curriculum and Scope and Sequence
•Access to certification
•Facilitative Administrator Supports

Practices/Skills
The technical skill set required to achieve fidelity
•Problem Solving (Team, Classroom, Staff, Student)
•Team Building/Collaboration
•Delivering Feedback
•Behavioral Consultation

Data
Information required to guide skill development process
•Action Plan with short/long term measurable goals
•Self Assessment
•Process Measures/Fidelity Checks
•Performance Feedback Measure
•Progress Monitoring Tools
•Evaluation Tools
•Student Outcomes
•Data used for continuous regeneration (PEP/PIP)
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What is a Coach?

Coaching Defined
• Coaching is the active and iterative delivery of:
– (a) prompts that increase successful behavior, and
– (b) corrections that decrease unsuccessful behavior

• Coaching is done:

– by someone with credibility and experience with the
target skill(s)
– on-site, in real time
– after initial training
– repeatedly (e.g. monthly)
– by adjusting the intensity according to need
Horner (2009)
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Outcomes of Coaching

• Fluency with trained skills
• Adaptation of trained concepts/skills to local
contexts and challenges
• And new challenges that arise

• Rapid redirection from miss-applications
• Increased fidelity of overall implementation
• Improved sustainability
• Most often due to ability to increase coaching
intensity at critical points in time.
Horner 2009
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Your Turn
• Using the Self Assessment to guide your
personal action plan
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Coaching Expectations
Provide ‘SUPPORT’ to the PBS/RtIB Team
• Support sustainability and accountability of the team
• Use the Team Action Plan to ensure fidelity of
implementation
• Provide behavioral knowledge and build behavioral
capacity
• Provide a link between the team and the District
Coordinator
• Ongoing communication with key stakeholders
(administrator, staff, families)
• Report Mid-Year and End-Year evaluations
• Transition schools to ‘Model/Exemplary School’ status
24

• Action Planning
• Faculty training
• RtI:B Implementation

Facilitator

• PBS knowledge
• Response to
Intervention

• Faculty
• Administrator
• District Coordinator
• Community

Communicator

• Behavioral
knowledge

Coaching
Function
s

• Link to resources

Content and
Knowledge
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PBS/RtI:B Coach as Facilitator
• Creates a positive, supportive environment
• Creates and helps ensure structure within team
meetings
• Helps identify team member roles and
responsibilities
• Ensures team consensus
• Guides the development of the Team Action Plan
• Facilitates the problem-solving process
• Guides and ensures implementation fidelity of
the PBS/RtI:B process
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PBS/RtI:B Coach:
Content and Knowledge
• Fluent in PBS principles (features, practices, and
systems across the tiers)
• Knowledgeable of RtI:B principles (i.e. triangle or
continuum of supports)
• Understands basic behavioral principles
• Familiar with the components and operation of a
proactive school-wide behavior discipline system
• Aware of the application of school-based data
management and data-based decision making
• Able to evaluate date and make data-based decisions
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Coach Competencies
Compe tency Level
Level One (Coaches):
Fluency @ Universal
level
ŅLeadÓteams through
process (Direct)

Data
Multiple data collection
systems
Problem solving with Data

Level Two
(Coaches/Trainers):
Established effective
schoolsite(s)
Fluency at Small
group and Individual
student level
Work with school
team chair (Indirect)
Train teams in
universals

Research data collection tools
(e.g., SET)
Direct observation data at
individual student level

Level Three (Coordinator):
Work with multiple
schools
Train teams universal
Š individual level
Train coaches
Establish district-wide
system

Evaluation of district-wide
efforts
Data Šdecision rules to identify
needed supportswithin/across
schools
Link school needs (data-based)
to district professional
development

Skill Mastery
Practices
School-wide PBS essential features
Effective Instruction
Classroom management
Rules to inform adoption of
practices
Model school examples
Basics of ABA
PBS responses to problem
behavior
AdvanceABA
Functional Behavioral Assessment
Social Skill instruction

Effective professional development
/ training skills
Map district policy to essential
features of PBS

Systems
Meetings / Team roles
Communication within building
Consultation
Targeted technical assistance
Task analyze team generated universal
practices for implementation
Codify practices into policy

Systematic (data-based) student
identification for small group/
individual supports
Create/support student supportteam or
process
Task analyze team generated small
group/individual practices for
implementation
Adapting universal systems to support
generalization of small group
/individual plans
Consult with other agencies/parents
Codify practices into policy
Leadership team roles / meetings
Commu nication across district
Resource bank (ŅexpertsÓ& materials)
Codify practices into policy
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New Resources
• Practice Profiles
• Implementation Snapshots
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Practice Profiles
• Each critical component is a heading
• Each level of implementation becomes a
dimension on the rubric associated with
that critical component.

Critical
Component
(nonnegotiable)

Define how does this
Critical Component
contributes to the
Outcome?

Ideal “Gold
Standard” of the
Critical Component

Acceptable Variation
of the Critical
Component

Unacceptable
Variation of
the Critical
Component

Adapted from work of the
Heartland Area Education Agency 11, Iowa
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Specific Expectations
– Attend and participate in team training
– Meet with your team(s) at least monthly
– Provide technical assistance as needed

– Monitor and report on team efforts
– Team Checklist: TIC or PIC
– BoQ/SET, BAT/ISSET
– Annual Profile/Summary Data

– Present on School-wide PBS at district, state, national
forums.

– Assist district to build capacity for sustained
implementation (re-define your role over time)
– Meetings with Coordinator and Taskforce for purposes
of state-wide planning
Horner (2009)
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Creating Implementation Capacity
Start with too many overqualified people
“Generation 1” practitioners become:
– Generation 2 interviewers, trainers, coaches,
evaluators
– Generation 3 administrators, directors, and
leaders
– Generation 4 state and federal officials
Fixsen (2008)
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“Coaching Cascade”
Building Capacity and Sustainability
Project Leadership Team
Training and Technical Assistance Centers

District Coordinators
Coaches
Team Leaders
Problem-Solving Teams
School Staff, Families, Transportation, Communities
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Leadership Team
– Language is important
e.g. OISM, MISI- “Stayin Alive”
– Integration Teams? Who are the players?
Do you have folks who can assign dollars to a budget?
change policy like job descriptions, code of conduct?
Do you have Family/Community Partners?
– Management team- to do the day to day activities,
planning, visiting schools, etc
Roles and Responsibilities may change over time
depending on implementation phase
– Establish a Partnership Agreement
– ID “Connect Points”
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Roles and Functions of
Coordinator/Coach
• How many hats do you wear?
– Systems Change Agent
– Trainer, Facilitator, Accountant, PR, Policy
writer, Politician, Researcher, Computer
Genius, Website Developer, Presenter….

• Role changes over time-PROCESS
– Can you build your skill to keep up?
– Who will be your system of support?
35

10 Ways You Can Promote and Sustain
Evidence Based Practices
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1. Get honest about issues or
concerns in your building
– Administrator is key!! Establish a kind of
“haven”- place that individuals can get feel
safe about reporting concerns, supported by
school community and empowered to be a
part of the decision making process“Community of Practice”
–
–

Tools: EBS Self Assessment, BOQ,TIC, SET, ODRs, climate
surveys, satisfaction surveys
Provide data summaries within a week of return – decide
best approach to deliver feedback
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Need to Know

• Cultural fit
• Building on “What works”
• Focus on the Staff
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Predictable work environments are
places where employees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know what is expected
Have materials & equipment to do job correctly
Receive recognition each week for good work
Have supervisor who cares & pays attention
Receive encouragement to contribute & improve
Can identify person at work who is “best friend”
Feels mission of organization makes them feel like their
jobs are important
• See people around them committed to doing good job
• Feel like they are learning new things
• Have opportunity to do the job well
(Buckingham & Coffman 2002, Gallup)
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Many Begin, Many Leave
Adelman and Taylor
Preparing All Education Personnel to Address Barriers to
Learning and Teaching (2008)

Predictions of shortages of 2 million educators
over the next decade…
Data in the U.S. indicate about
15% of new teachers leave in the first year,
30% within three years and
40-50% within the first five years.
(Smith and Ingersoll, 2003)
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On school reform…
Kauffman states “…attempts to reform
education will make little difference until
reformers understand that schools must exist
as much for teachers as for student. Put
another way, schools will be successful in
nurturing the intellectual, social, and moral
development of children only to the extent
that they also nurture such development of
teachers.” (1993, p. 7).
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Principal’s Role
 Maintaining standards regarding which innovations their school
would employ,
 Making a public statement of support once the faculty selected
an innovation,
 Establishing a representative leadership team to lead the process
of implementing the innovation,
 Supporting the team members to have the time and resources to
accomplish the task,
 Guiding rather than dictating decision-making,
 Taking a leadership role to model and reinforce implementing
the innovation with fidelity,
 Regularly attending and participating in team meetings,
 Providing recognition to faculty and the team for their hard
work,
 Serving as the spokesperson to community stakeholders about
the worth and importance of the innovations, and
 Establishing objective means to monitor and provide feedback to
all staff about the effect of the innovation. (Colvin & Sprick,
1999)
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Do Principals Make a Difference?
• All staff rate principals leadership with respect
to managing behavior as important
• Statistically significant differences between
SWPBS and non-SWPBS schools on staffs
perceptions of:
– Principals involvement related to behavior
management
– Overall effectiveness of behavior supports
– Job satisfaction
45

Upcoming Activity
• Need for a framework, the anchor, for all school
improvement efforts
• Common language, Common logic
– Resource Mapping
• Use it as initial activity to organize
• Use for ongoing planning

Always link to goals on strategic plan
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Resource Mapping
• What are the practices in place at each tier of
the triangle?
• Are they evidence-based practices?
• How are you measuring effectiveness of
practices (data)?
• Who are the service delivery teams/personnel
(e.g., graduation coach, PALS teacher, Math
Coach)
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Activity 1
Step 1: Identify all programs/initiatives/common
practices by tier
– Tier I- How do you support all children? Core Curriculum“everyone gets”
– Tier II, III How do you support students who need more
support? How do you build on the foundation so that all
Tier II, III activities are a natural extension of core
curriculum?

Step 2: Identify outcome for each practice. How do you
measure effectiveness? (Staff performance) How do
monitor progress? (student impact) How do you
support teachers? (staff support) How are they linked
to School Improvement? (integrated approach)
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Triangle
Activity:

Tier 3

Practices, Initiatives,
Programs for a FEW

Applying the
Three-Tiered
Logic to
Your School
Tier 2

Practices, Initiatives,
Programs for SOME

Tier 1

Practices, Initiatives,
Programs for ALL
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Who are the staff supporting all of
these practices?
• What “support teams or staff” support these
practices?
• What are their roles and responsibilities?
• Is there any duplication or overlap?
• What communication loops and /or progress
monitoring exists among all of these support
personnel?
• What’s working and how do we know, got
data?
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Schools need to be clear about what interventions they
have (and don’t have) in place
Service Delivery Personnel
Tier 3/Tertiary Interventions

1-5%

•_____________________
•_____________________
•_____________________

Tier 2/Secondary Interventions

5-15%

•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________

Tier 1/Universal Interventions 80-90%
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
Adapted from Illinois PBIS Network, Revised May 15, 2008. Adapted from “What is school-wide PBS?” OSEP Technical Assistance Center on
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports. Accessed at http://pbis.org/school-wide.htm
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Got data?
• Take inventory of current data
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Office Referrals- BIG 5
Expulsion and Suspension
Attendance
Nursing Logs
Counselor Logs
Minor incident reports
Benchmark Assessments
GPA
Homework Completion
At-risk factors and other trajectory data for prevention
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Schools need to be clear about what interventions they
have (and don’t have) in place
Data to measure effectiveness
1-5%

Tier 3/Tertiary Interventions
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________

5-15%Tier 2/Secondary Interventions
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________

80-90%

Tier 1/Universal Interventions
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________

Adapted from Illinois PBIS Network, Revised May 15, 2008. Adapted from “What is school-wide PBS?” OSEP Technical Assistance Center on
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports. Accessed at http://pbis.org/school-wide.htm
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Schools need to be clear about what interventions they
have (and don’t have) in place
Service Delivery Personnel
Tier 3/Tertiary Interventions

Data to measure effectiveness
1-5%

1-5%

Tier 3/Tertiary Interventions

•_____________________
•_____________________
•_____________________

Tier 2/Secondary Interventions

•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________

5-15%

5-15%Tier 2/Secondary Interventions
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________

•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________
•___________________________

Tier 1/Universal Interventions 80-90%
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________
•________________________

80-90%

Tier 1/Universal Interventions
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________
•____________________________

Adapted from Illinois PBIS Network, Revised May 15, 2008. Adapted from “What is school-wide PBS?” OSEP Technical Assistance Center on
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports. Accessed at http://pbis.org/school-wide.htm
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Have to see the connection!

Are there other ways in which
implementing PBIS will support
your strategic plan?
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Prepare for Working Smarter
(Not Harder)

• Allows schools to identify the multiple
committees within their school
• Helps in identifying purposes, outcomes,
target groups, and staff
• Assists schools in addressing, evaluating, and
restructuring committees and initiatives to
address school improvement plan
• Important for schools to identify that schoolwide PBIS is integrated into existing
committees and initiatives
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Use Worksheet to Organize Your Teams
Responsible for ALL Programs/Initiatives
 Step 1: Identify Current Teams (discipline, instruction,
climate, school improvement, parent support, etc)
 Step 2: Complete the Working Smarter document
 Step 3: Based on your results, what
committees/teams can you:
(a) align and integrate to support everyone’s efforts
towards the school strategic plan and mission?
Determine your next steps …
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Workgroup/
Committee/
Team

Outcome/L
ink to SIP

Who do
we serve?
What is
the ticket
in?

Names
of Staff

Nonnegotiable
District
Mandate?

How do we
measure impact?

Overlap?
Modify?

Attendance
Committee

students

Junebug,
Leo, Tom

yes

Attendance records

Yes-fold to SW
PBS

SW PBS Team

Students
staff

Ben,
Tom, Lou

no

Office Referrals
Attend, MIR,
Nursing log ,climate

Yes- continue

Safety
Committee

Students
staff

Toni,
Barb,
Tom

no

Office
Referrals
BIG 5, climate

Yes-fold into
SW PBS

School Spirit
Committee

students

Tom

no

No

Yes-fold into
SW PBS

Discipline
Committee

students

Tom, Lou

no

Office
Referrals

Yes-fold into
SW PBS

Student Support
Team/Problem
Solving Team

students

Steve,
Sue,Jon,
Tom

yes

Discipline,
DIBELS, FACTS…

No- continue

School
Improvement

1,2,3

Bill, Jon,
Lou, Tom

yes

All of the above

Yes- continue
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2. Develop precision statements

– Key to being efficient with limited
resources
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From primary to precise
– Primary statements are vague and leave us
with more questions than answers
– Precise statements include information
about the 5 “Wh” questions:
– What is the problem and how often is it
happening?
– Where is it happening
– Who is engaging in the behavior?
– When is the problem most likely to occur?
– Why is the problem sustaining?
61

From primary to precise:
An example
– Primary statement:
– “There is too much
fighting at our school”

– Precise statement
– There were 30 more ODRs for
aggression on the playground
than last year, and these are
most likely to occur from 12:0012:30 during
fifth grade’s recess because
there is a large number of
students, and the aggression is
related to getting access to the
new playground equipment. “
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From primary to precise:
An example
Primary statement:
– “ODRs during
December were
higher than any
month”

Precise statement:
– Minor disrespect and disruption are
increasing and are most likely to occur
during the last 15-minutes of our
classes when students are engaged in
independent seat work. This pattern is
most common in 7th and 8th grades,
involve many students, and appears to
be maintained by work
avoidance/escape. Attention may also
be a function of the behavior- we’re
not sure.
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3. Elements to the data process
A. Establish A Coherent Process for Discipline
– Behavior definitions
– Minor vs. Major
– Written procedures for staff
– Flow chart showing process
– Office referral form ( includes possible motivation)
• Other tracking forms

– Time during staff meetings to get agreement, learn
about process and follow through all year!!
65

Coherent Discipline Referral Process
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B. Computer Application
– Easy, efficient
– No more than 30 seconds to enter
– Able to generate reports quickly
– Available in picture form (bar graphs)
– Custom Reports
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C. Data For Decision Making
– Generate reports for various meetings
– Action Plan
– Build Precision Statements
– Determine Intervention
– Track Data, Continue, Modify, Terminate
– Share with Faculty
– Celebrate!!!!!
68

Feed them the data!!
– Continuous feedback to staff- always provide
data summaries –monitor progress of
selected intervention, modify if necessary
and celebrate successes
– Indian Head ES
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4. Recommit each year!!
Develop and recommit to team process and PBIS
process with staff- ask for buy- in each yearshowcase results and form a plan that
addresses trends seen from this school yearif you can predict it, you can prevent it….
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Make SWPBS Adaptive to change
Collection and use of data for decision-making
• Are we implementing SWPBS with fidelity?
– www.pbssurveys.org
» Team Checklist: TIC or PIC; SET or Benchmarks of Quality

• Are students benefiting behaviorally, emotionally,
academically?
– www.swis.org
» SWIS (ODR, Suspensions, Referrals to SPED)
» School Safety Survey
» Standardized tests, Oral Reading Fluency

• Are the systems and practices efficient?
» Faculty/staff time; Student academic engagement; Cost
benefit

• Satisfaction (student, faculty, family)
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5. Develop marketing plan
•

Develop marketing plan to renew
commitment- how will you keep it novel new
and a priority in school and community?
Continue to make it a priority- admin crucialneeds to continue to be a top school
improvement goal- always with the design
that as it becomes standard practice it will
be easier each year73

6. Help your teams become
organized and efficient
The Planning Tools
• Benchmarks of Quality
• Implementation Snapshots
• Practice Profiles
• BOQ Team Action Plan
• Year at A Glance Planner
• Monthly Calendar
• Big 5 Generator
74

Critical Element from BoQ

Sample Implementation Product/Outcome

PBIS Team

Problem-solving, planning team

Faculty Commitment

Shared understanding and language around discipline

Effective procedures for
Dealing with Discipline

Flowchart, Office Referral Form, Minor Incident Form, Time
out of Class Form

Data Entry & Analysis Plan
Established

Data system and analysis to guide intentional interventions

Develop Expectations &
Rules

Teaching matrix of social/behavioral skills (core curriculum), a
tool for providing behavior specific
feedback/acknowledgement/praise/ reinforcement
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Critical Element from BoQ

Implementation Product

Establish Acknowledgement
Program

Consistency with feedback, focus on what we want students
and adults to do in the building vs what we don’t want them to
do, evidence-based practice for teaching academic and
behavioral skills

Develop Lesson Plans for
Teaching Expectations/Rules

Consistency, explicit and situational instructional tools

Plan for Implementation

Systematic approach to supporting students and adults,
procedures for new students, staff, substitutes, family
involvement

Classroom Systems

Classroom Rules map onto SW expectations

Evaluation

Data- for decision making, planning, marketing, buy in
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Practice Profiles
• Each critical component is a heading
• Each level of implementation becomes a
dimension on the rubric associated with
that critical component.

Critical
Component
(nonnegotiable)

Define how does this
Critical Component
contributes to the
Outcome?

Ideal “Gold
Standard” of the
Critical Component

Acceptable Variation
of the Critical
Component

Unacceptable
Variation of
the Critical
Component

Adapted from work of the
Heartland Area Education Agency 11, Iowa
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Your Turn
• How would you use practice profiles?
• How would you change/improve?

78

Implementation Snapshots
• Used in Training
• Supporting Implementation
– Clearly defined roles for:
•
•
•
•
•

District Coordinator
Coach
Administrator
Team
Student, Family, Community

79

Using Team Activity
• How would this help move the team forward?

80

Year at a Glance Planner
• For Team
• For Coach
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Each month has team activities for:
• Information (Data)
– E.g., review ODR graphs, suspension, ethnicity, attendance &
academic data
– E.g., review results surveys, checklists

• Planning (Systems)
– E.g., develop needed Cool Tool lesson(s) & schedule time to
teach

• Implementation (Practices)
– E.g., conduct grade level celebrations

• Communication with Staff
– E.g., present results of evaluation
82

Each month has Coaching Tasks
• Data Tasks: Examine Big 5 and run other custom
reports
• Training/Skill Development Tasks:
Implementation Snapshots, Staff Development
• Meetings Key Tasks: Checklist for Effective
Meetings
• Technical Assistance to team and for you!
– Teams: Practice Profile, BOQ Activities

For you….Site Visits, Coach meetings, WIKI
83

Key Tasks Defined by
Monthly Activities for Coaching
Example:
Technical Assistance Key Tasks:
• Technical Assistance to teams on
implementation at all three tiers
– Provide TA to Universal Teams:
−School-wide data
−Teaching practices, celebrations, staff data update
−Plan for school board presentation
−Review/revise action plan
−Fall booster activities
84

7. Facilitate Effective Meetings:
Use Team Initiated Problem Solving
(TIPS)
What We Are Learning:
•

Need to conduct Team Training
– Team includes all members and a coach
– Define Roles and Responsibilities is critical
• Plan for absences (have back up people)

•
•

Coaching is critical
Training critical skills to facilitator, minute taker, and data analyst
– Keep people on track
– document relevant information for progress monitoring and evaluation
– Launch the meeting with a data summary

•

Documenting decisions, actions, timelines, evaluation plan is
critical for sustainability
86

Data Analyst
Role & Responsibilities
• Role
– To create data summaries that will facilitate the team in
(quick big 5 or other custom reports)

• determining if there are problems
• jump starting a problem solving discussion, and
• evaluating the impact of solutions and fidelity of implementation

• General Responsibilities
– Prepares a brief written summary for distribution at meetings using
each of the data sources needed for problem solving and decision
making
– Help to generate reports during the meeting as questions of the data
arise

Launch the meeting with a data summary that
helps define the problem with precision
• How?
– Establish the role of a data analyst (and backup person)
– Teach data analyst to develop data summary
• Oakes, DIBELS, SWIS…. Etc

– Start meeting with defining the problem with
precision
– Refine precision of problem statement through
inferences and hypothesis
• Have data accessible for custom report generation
during the meeting

TIPS
Meeting Foundations
Structure of meetings lays foundation for
efficiency & effectiveness

3/15/2011
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Meeting Foundations Elements
• Define purpose of the team
– Decisions to be made, cycle of decision making,
and data source(s) to use

• Define roles & responsibilities
• Define team agreements about meeting
processes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3/15/2011

Inform facilitator of absence/tardy before meeting
Be prepared for meeting by completing previously assigned tasks
Avoid side talk: Remind each other to stay focused
Start and end on time
Be an active participant
Use electronic meeting minutes
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Define roles for effective meetings
• Core roles
– Facilitator
Typically NOT the administrator
– Minute taker
– Data analyst
– Active team member
Can one person serve multiple
roles?
– Administrator
Are there other roles needed?

• Backup for each role
3/15/2011
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3/15/2011
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3/15/2011
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Using Meeting Minutes
 Documentation of





Logistics of meeting (date, time, location, roles)
Agenda items for today’s meeting ( and next meeting)
Discussion items, decisions made, tasks and timelines assigned
Problem statements, solutions/decisions/tasks, people assigned to implement with
timelines assigned, and an evaluation plan to determine the effect on student behavior

 Reviewing Meeting minutes
 An effective strategy for getting a snapshot of what happened at the previous meeting
and what needs to be reviewed during the upcoming meeting
 What was the issue/problem?, What were we going to do?, Who was going to do it and
by When?, and How are we measuring progress toward the goal?

 Visual tracking of focus topics during and after meetings
 Prevents side conversations
 Prevents repetition
 Encourages completion of tasks

3/15/2011
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Organizing for an effective
problem solving conversation
Problem

A key to collective problem solving is to
provide a visual context
that allows
Use
Data
everyone to follow
and contribute

Out of
Time
3/15/2011

Solution
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Langley Elementary PBIS Team Meeting Minutes and Problem-Solving Action Plan Form
Today’s Meeting:

Date, time, location:

Facilitator:

Minute Taker:

Data Analyst:

Next Meeting:

Date, time, location:

Facilitator:

Minute Taker:

Data Analyst:

Where in the Form would
you place:

Team Members (bold are present today)
Today’s Agenda Items
01.
02.
03.

Next Meeting Agenda Items
1.
2.

1.Planning for next PTA
meeting?

Administrative/General Information and Issues
Information for Team, or Issue for Team to
Address

Discussion/Decision/Task (if applicable)

By When?

2.Too many students in
the “intensive support” for
literacy
3.Schedule for hallway
Implementation
and Evaluation
monitoring
forGoal,
next
month
Timeline,

Problem-Solving Action Plan
Precise Problem Statement, based on review of
data
(What, When, Where, Who, Why)

Who?

Solution Actions (e.g., Prevent, Teach,
Prompt, Reward, Correction, Extinction,
Safety)

Evaluation of Team Meeting (Mark your ratings with an “X”)

Who?

By When?

Decision Rule, & Updates

4.There have been five
fights on playground in
last month.

5.Next
meeting report on
Our Rating
Yes
So-So
No
lunch-room
status.
1. Was today’s meeting a good use of our time?

2. In general, did we do a good job of tracking whether we’re completing the tasks we agreed on at previous meetings?
3. In general, have we done a good job of actually completing the tasks we agreed on at previous meetings?
3/15/2011
4. In general, are the completed tasks having the desired effects on student behavior?
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What needs to be documented?
• Meeting demographics
– Date, time, who is present, who is absent
– Agenda
– Next meeting date/time/location/roles

• Administrative/ general Information/Planning items
– Topic of discussion, decisions made, who will do what, by
when

• Problem-Solving items
– Problem statement, determined solutions, who will do
what by when, goal, how/how often will progress toward
goal be measured, how/how often will fidelity of
implementation be measured

What is relevant to write down?
• Minors-what
would
we like
to do
about
Issue:
families
are not
signing
andcommunicating
returning minor the minors
with families?
There
is inconsistency among staff, not all teachers use
incident
reports
the minors as a teaching tool in the same way. Is this a problem? What
Possible hypotheses: multiple students in household
should be do?
bringing minor incident reports home? parent gets upset
with student & students not giving form to parents to
sign?

Discussion:
Discussion/Decision/Task (if applicable)
Who?
By When?
• Perhaps weDecision:
create
are-examine
littletheblurb
that
goesbeing
outand
to families that teachers
Re-examine
process
being
used to document
2-15-10
the
process
used to team
Minor incident
reportswhen sending
communicate
about home.
minor incidents
will use
them
Sending
them
home creates team
a
document and
communicate
about minor
incidents
meeting
problematic situation,
canto be
Take proposal
staff an issue with communication
Team with2-15-10 staff
families. Perhaps we need to just say to staff a general remindermeeting
about
what is going on with the minors for families of multiple students or
friends, etc. We will wait until next year to re-train staff and discuss
how to use WHOAS and how to communicate them with parents.
Information for Team, or Issue for Team
to Address

Problem-Solving Action Plan

Implementation and Evaluation
Precise Problem Statement, based on review of data
(What, When, Where, Who, Why)

October
: We
have way
ODRs
and we
Last
month’s
example:
Wetoo
aremany
above
the national
have a of
problem
and
average
ODR’swith
and aggression/fighting
we have a problem with
disrespect on the playground
during
K,1,2
morning
aggression/fighting
and disrespect
on the
playground
and
lunch
recess
during K,1,2 morning and lunch recess with 4
students.

This month’s precise problem statement: We have
three high fliers, K-2 and a 6th grader on the
playground, at 10:00 and 11:45/12:00
46/69 number of total major and minor referrals on
the playground

Solution Actions (e.g., Prevent, Teach,
Prompt, Reward, Correction, Extinction,
Safety)

talkedare
about
the 3CICO
students
who are
3BB
students
starting
system
starting
CICOteach
system.
AT isstudents
skeptical about
Older
students
primary
parent involvement.
saw the program
basketball
game rules TP
– contingent
on D.C.
work
fine
without
parent
coming to school on time involvement at the
previousplayground
school. AA
walked in and asked if
Reteach
expectations
another student could be on CICO. JJ asked if
the supervisors were moving around, he had
seen them talking together in the middle of
the playground once last week.
We should plan to reteach playground
expectations .Older students could teach
primary students basketball game rules –
contingent on D.C. coming to school on time
-Reteaching game and playground rules
-Reinforce proper lining up
-Reinforce exiting and entering building

Who?

Cicoteam
team
Cico
LL analyze
LL analyze
referral
data
referral data
NN/MM

-MM will ask MA
if she can
reinforce/teach
playground rules

By When?

11/16/2009
11/16/2009
January PBS
meeting
11/16/09

Goal, Timeline,
Decision Rule, & Updates

CICO Team check-in every
two weeks to see if students
are meeting 80% of their
goal.
Decrease of playground
referrals by 25% by January
PBS meeting. CICO team
will report
Decrease of playground
referrals by K-2 students and
D.C. defiance/disruption
referrals
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8. Educate staff about
evidence-based practice
–

“Staff as consumers” of evidence based practiceswith an average of 14 initiatives going at any one
time in schools, educators must be able to say no
to new practices that are unnecessary

–

Best practices should not go away with when we
get new leadership- with data, we can make
informed decisions about effective and ineffective
practices that fit into each school’s culture- when
we use data, we can make decisions that reflect the
needs of our individual building
101
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9. Phases of Coaching
(adapted from Situational Leadership
Blanchard and Hersey)
Coach needs to adjust to situation (teams skill set, knowledge and commitment to change)
C1- Teaching/Transfer of new skill set: Define the roles and tasks (BOQ, BAT) of the ‘follower’ or team and
supervise them closely. Decisions are made by the coach/facilitator and announced, so communication is
largely one-way. Team will lack fluency who but are enthusiastic and committed. They need direction and
supervision to get them started.
C2 – Coaching – High task focus, high relationship focus – coach still define roles and tasks, but seeks ideas and
suggestions from the team. communication is much more two-way. For people who have some
competence but can lack commitment. They need direction and supervision because they are still
relatively inexperienced. They also need support and praise to build their self-esteem, and involvement in
decision-making to restore their commitment.
C3 – Participating / Supporting – Low task focus, high relationship focus – coach pass day-to-day decisions, such as
task allocation and processes, to the team. The leader facilitates and takes part in decisions, but control is
with the team. For people who have competence, but lack confidence or motivation. They do not need
much direction because of their skills, but support is necessary to bolster their confidence and motivation.
C4 – Delegating – Low task focus, low relationship focus – coach still involved in decisions and problem-solving, but
control is with the team. The team decides when and how the coach will be involved. For people who have
both competence and commitment-they are able and willing to work on a project by themselves with little
supervision or support.
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Development of the Team
D4 – High Competence, High Commitment – Fluent and
experienced with innovation, and comfortable with their
own ability to do it well. May even be more skilled than
the coach .
D3 – High Competence, Variable Commitment – Experienced
and capable, but may lack the confidence to go it alone, or
the motivation to do it well / quickly.
D2 – Some Competence, Low Commitment – May have some
relevant skills, but won’t be able to do the job without
help. The task or the situation may be new to them.
D1 – Low Competence, High Commitment – Generally
lacking the specific skills required for the job in hand, but
has the confidence and / or motivation to tackle it.
104
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10. Empower staff
also make it easy to do….
– Give them a voice, communication
mechanism – referral process for tier 2,3respond to requests in 24 hours, provide
support within 48 hours- system must be
there before kids are identified- make them
part of the process when designing
supports– Are you ready for Tier 2?
– Establishing Check-In/Check-Out (CICO) in your
school
106

Make SWPBS Easier to do
• Handbook
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of SW-PBS core ideas
School-wide Behavioral Expectations
Teaching matrix
Teaching plans and teaching schedule
Reward system
Continuum of consequences for problem behavior

• Teaming System
• Regular meeting schedule and process
• Regular schedule for annual planning/training

• Annual Calendar of Activities
• On-going coaching support for teachers
(isolate skills, performance feedback, professional learning
community)
• Request for Assistance- easy to ask for help
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Getting Ready for Advanced Tiers
• Foundations
– Teaming Structures, RFA
– Communication Loops
– Using Team Time Effectively: “Necessary
Conversations”
– Not ready for that- What about Check In/Check Out?
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Continuum of
Support for ALL

Math

Intensive

Science

Targeted
Spanish
Reading

Soc skills

Universal
Soc Studies

Basketball

Label behavior…not people
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Positive Behavior Interventions & Supports:
A Response to Intervention (RtI) Model
Tier 1/Universal
School-Wide Assessment
School-Wide Prevention Systems

Tier 2/
Secondary

ODRs,
Attendance,
Tardies, Grades,
DIBELS, etc.

Check-in/ Checkout
Social/Academic
Instructional Groups

Daily Progress
Report (DPR)
(Behavior and
Academic Goals)

Competing Behavior
Pathway, Functional
Assessment Interview,
Scatter Plots, etc.
SIMEO Tools:
Illinois PBIS Network, Revised May 2009
Adapted from T. Scott, 2004

HSC-T, RD-T, EI-T

Individualized CheckIn/Check-Out, Groups &
Mentoring (ex. CnC)

Tier 3/
Tertiary

Brief Functional Behavioral Assessment/
Behavior Intervention Planning (FBA/BIP)
Complex FBA/BIP
Wraparound

3-Tiered System of Support
Necessary Conversations (Teams)
Universal
Team

Secondary
Systems Team

Problem Solving
Team

Tertiary
Systems Team

Plans SW &
Class-wide
supports

Uses Process data;
determines overall
intervention
effectiveness

Standing team; uses
FBA/BIP process for
one youth at a time

Uses Process data;
determines overall
intervention
effectiveness

Universal
Support

CICO
Brief

SAIG
Group w.
individual
feature

Brief
FBA/BIP
Illinois PBIS (9/1/09)

FBA/
BIP

Complex
FBA/BIP

WRAP
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Teaming at Tier 2
• Secondary Systems Planning ‘conversation’
– Monitors effectiveness of CICO, S/AIG, Mentoring,
and Brief FBA/BIP supports
– Review data in aggregate to make decisions on
improvements to the interventions themselves
– Students are NOT discussed
• Problem Solving Team (‘conversation’)
– Develops plans for one student at a time
– Every school has this type of meeting
– Teachers and family are typically invited
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Decision Rules for Access to Advanced Tiers
(and decision rules for prevention-if we can predict the trajectories , then
we can prevent it from occurring)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youth has 2 Major ODRs
Youth has 1 Suspension
Youth experiences more than ? minutes out of instruction
Youth misses more than ? days unexcused absences
Youth drops GPA by more than ??
Youth – benchmark testing- McIntosh
Youth- incomplete class work/homework
Attendance (look at predictors for drop-out and school
completion)
Admin Referral
Teacher/Staff Referral
Family Referral
Other:
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Tier 1: School-Wide,
Core/Universal Supports
• If the Benchmarks of Quality (BoQ) score is less than
70, then revisit SWPBS and/or Classroom supports
• If the discipline date indicate an increase in ODRs, ISS,
and/or OSS, then revisit SWPBS
• If the BoQ score is greater than 70, but the discipline
data indicate an increasing trend in ODRs, ISS, and/or
OSS, then revisit SWPBS and/or Classroom supports
• If the BoQ score is greater than 70, and the discipline
data indicate a decreasing trend in ODRs, ISS, and/or
OSS, then assess the need for supplemental (Tier 2)
and/or tertiary (Tier 3) supports.
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Tier 1/2: Classroom Support
• If over 50% of ODRs are from numerous classrooms, then revisit
SWPBS for all classrooms
• If a few classrooms are responsible for the majority of ODRs, then
address Classroom PBS using the Classroom Consultation Guide
• If the BoQ score is less than 70, then revisit SWPBS and/or address
Classroom PBS using the Classroom Consultation Guide
• If the discipline data indicate an increase in ODRs, ISS, OSS and
most of the referrals are coming from multiple classrooms, then
revisit SWPBS for all classrooms
• If a teacher has received additional support, interventions were
implemented with fidelity, but the student’s behavior is not
improving, then consider supplemental supports (Tier 2) for that
student
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Tier 2: Targeted/Supplemental
Interventions and Supports
•

•
•

•

•

If a student is identified as needing Tier 2 supports, but has not had access to
SWPBS (i.e. teaching, rewarding), then revisit SWPBS and/or review Classroom PBS
using the Classroom Consultation Guide.
If a student is identified as needing Tier 2 supports and has had access to SWPBS
(i.e. teaching, rewarding), then identify and implement appropriate Tier 2 supports
If a student receiving Tier 2 supports is consistently reaching his/her goals, then
determine whether to maintain or begin fading Tier 2 supports, but continue
access to SWPBS
If a student receiving Tier 2 supports is consistently not reaching his/her goals,
then determine if the supports were implemented with fidelity and/or adapt the
supports to increase their effectiveness
If a student receiving Tier 2 supports is consistently not reaching his/her goals and
the supports were implemented with fidelity, then determine the need to change
the intervention, consult with the teacher, and/or implement Tier 3 supports by
initiating the FBA/BIP process.
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Tier 3: Intensive/Individualized
Interventions and Supports
•
•

•

•
•

If a student is identified as needing Tier 3 supports, but has not had access
to targeted/supplemental supports, then revisit Tier 2 supports
If a student is identified as needing Tier 3 supports and has had access to
targeted/supplemental supports, then identify and implement
appropriate Tier 3 supports and determine need to maintain Tier 2
supports
If a student receiving Tier 3 supports is consistently reaching his/her goals,
then determine whether to maintain or begin fading Tier 3 supports,
and/or access Tier 2 supports
If a student receiving Tier 3 supports is consistently not reaching his/her
goals, then determine if the supports were implemented with fidelity,
and/or adapt the supports to increase their effectiveness
If a student receiving Tier 3 supports is consistently not reaching his/her
goals, and the supports were implemented with fidelity, then review the
functional assessment and the behavior plan to determine if the correct
function was selected, the interventions match the function, and/or the
plan was implemented with fidelity.
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Necessary Teaming Functions and Evaluation Tools
in a 3-Tiered System of Support
Universal
Team

Secondary
Systems Team

Problem Solving
Team

Tertiary
Systems Team

Plans SW &
Class-wide
supports

Uses Process data;
determines overall
intervention
effectiveness

Standing team; uses
FBA/BIP process for
one youth at a time

Uses Process data;
determines overall
intervention
effectiveness

BOQ
Universal
Screening
Decision
Rules for
Access
SWIS
Illinois PBIS 9/1/09

BAT
ISSET
Tracking
PIC
Tool
Reverse
RFA
SRT

CICO
SWIS/
ISIS

Behavior
Pathway
FACTS
ISIS

BAT
ISSET
ISIS
SRT

Home/School/C
ommunity Ed
Info Tool

WIT
SIMEO
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• Enroll now for Summer!
• Courses taught by: Don
Kincaid, Heather George,
Bobbie Vaughn, Lise Fox,
Kwang Sun Blair
• Completely on-line
• Program web site
• http://pbs.cbcs.usf.edu/

– When you empower staff, you start to see
high fidelity- when they know their behavior
has a direct impact on student outcomes
and better school environment, fidelity
increases…
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